
The Rainbow revolution
 
It has come to my attention that there is an increase of wonderful children serving the 
divine purpose. These new-comers may be known to all as the Rainbow children. The 
rainbow children are the third generation of special children that have come to help 
humanity evolve. Different from the Indigo and Crystal children, Rainbow children have 
a few more interesting characteristic that needs to be taken note of.  
 
The rainbow children are generally born in the year 2000 and above. In some cases, there 
might also be very few pioneers that came to earth before 2000 but not earlier than 1995. 
As the name implies, the rainbow children come to earth with a few more other spectrum 
of ray color. The most significant ray in them is the ninth ray which is the joy ray (also 
the greenish yellow ray). The rainbow children are born from this aurora energy and it is 
brought down to earth. As many people might have experience it, the rainbow children 
brings joy and harmony to the family. So unlike the indigo and crystal children, the 
rainbow child is born to smile. This is further accompanied by their great heart of 
forgiveness. As much as some may hold some tantrum, the rainbow child generally 
recovers from the state of negative emotion really quickly. This is also one of the 
important key that they hold, emotional mastery. This energy would also affect those who 
sees the rainbow children’s laughter. 
 
Rainbow children are also psychic in nature and they have the ability to know how one is 
feeling too. However, the gift is much hidden and only will reveal when he/she grows up. 
However, at a young age, the rainbow child is able to express its needs and want. The 
child actually owns personal power. He/she may be misinterpreted as stubborn, however 
that is our misconception. Rainbow child are born with the knowledge on proper 
character integration. However this is to be nature with good parenting concept. Because 
the character integration would change if there is also negative programming given to the 
child. Thus as a Rainbow parent, the idea is to know what is the positive traits of your 
rainbow child.  
 
The next ability of the rainbow child is the immunity against junk food and A.I.D.S. Most 
rainbow child is able to handle mutated cells and food products which may result in 
poisoning. This is considered a very important ability as most people maybe poison by 
junk food. However, the rainbow child really can talk such food with absolutely no 
problem. This is also due to the blood that the Rainbow child carries which has the ability 
to cleanse the toxins and unwanted bacteria in the food and air. So a rainbow child may 
have lots of physical clearing in the beginning stage as a toddler. Yet this would change 
once he/she grows up and learns how to clear etherically. 
 
The Rainbow children also come without karma. He enjoys the life on earth learning with 
no strings attached to its past. Why is it so? This is because they are born from the Aurora 
source and they do not really continue from any previous cycle of reincarnation. This is 
an important point to note. This is also why they have very high energy frequency and 
physical energy. The rainbow child is very hyper-active. They can run the whole night 
and really tired you out. This is also the problem that Rainbow Parents might face. Thus 



if the rainbow mum really have problem, the rainbow dad should help. It is not easy to 
have the rainbow child running about. 
 
So what is the purpose of the rainbow child? He/she is actually to complete the final stage 
of the foundation that the Indigo have made. The three children, Indigo, Crystal and 
Rainbow each have a specific task. The Indigo children are to break down the paradigm 
of the traditional thinking. Then the crystal children will build their foundation on the 
broken paradigm. Finally the rainbow children are here to spread the works built. All 
these are the functions of the rainbow children.  
 
Few writers have written on the rainbow children because of their current status as 
toddlers. However, it is important to know this as the child will play an important role in 
earth’s revolution. Thus this is a letter to all Rainbow Children parents, your child is 
special and you should appreciate the gift they have. They will help you evolve as they 
evolve with you. So hold your love and power just like the Rainbow child and bring them 
up to be Christed beings that they are! 
 
Namaste 
Kelvin Khemery 
 
 


